
Power Monitoring System improves reliability of railway signaling system by identifying power supply  
system failures, before signaling system is affected. Status of all the stations in the section can be  
monitored on real time basis from central location.

SyStem DeScription

		Data logger in the station monitors the power supply system. 

		Data recorded by data logger is sent to central place through data logger network.

		Software at central location receives the power supply data and generates useful online textual  alarms for taking  
  action by maintenance staff. 

		the data is also shown online in GUi.

		offline reports generated by the system helps maintenance engineer to identify the required inputs to improve   
  mtBF of the power supply system.
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FeatUreS

		Health of all power supply systems in multiple stations is displayed in single screen.

 	identification of faulty module in power distribution in a station is made easy.

		mimic display of detailed power supply scheme of selected station, consisting of all power supply equipment like  
  transformer, rectifiers, program switch etc.

 	online voltage & current values being monitored are shown in mimic display.

		Generation of visual alarms when fault is triggered.

 	alarms history for analyzing the variations in power supply.

		Stations with more power supply failures in a network, and also abnormal power supply channels in that station are  
  shown in the reports.

 	For 3-phase power distribution, to ensure uniform load distribution, current consumption details in each phase
  are shown

		Details regarding DG Set run hours, main supply failure, ipS availability is provided to analyze usefulness of ipS.

 	Data of any analog/digital channel shown in graphical and textual form.

		energy logger data shown in graphical and textual form for easy analysis.

 	auto mail generation to configured users at configured time.

  SmS on occurrence of any fault to configured users.

Online PMSinDication in online pmS
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		online pmS helps to monitor the health of various power supply equipment’s to ensure timely preventive action.

 	monitors the power Supply channel status of all stations at a single glance from remote places.

		Generation of visual alarms when fault is occurred.
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